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Honig: Some Current Poetry

SOME CURRENT POETRY
The Long Reprieve and pth_er Poems from New Caledonia, by Hubert
Creekmore. New Yo~k: New Directions, 1946. $2.50'
Lament for the Sleepwalker, by Dunstan Thompson. New York: Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1947... $2.50'
.
The !ron Pastoral, by John Frederick Nims. New York: William Sloane
Associates, 1947. $2.50'
.
Selected Poems, by Oscar Williams. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1947· $2.5°.'
,
•
The Amazing Year: May I, I945-April JO, I946, a Diary in Verse, by Selden
Rodman. New York: Charles Scribner's So~, 1947. $2.50'
The Woundandthe Weather: Poems, by Howard Moss. New York: Reyna!
-and Hitchcock, 1946. $2.00.
•
The Beautiful Changes and Other Poems, by Richar-d Wilbur. New York:
,
Reynal and Hitchcock, 1947. $2.00;
,
."'The Sun My Monument, by Laurie Lee. Garden City: Doubleday, 1947.
$2.00.
.
Slick but not St~amlined: Poems and Short Pieces, by John Betjeman; selected, and with an introduction by W. H. Auden. Garden City: Dou'bleday, 1947. ,$2.5°.
Forbid Thy Ravens: Didactic and Lyrical Poems, by Rolfe Humphries. New
,
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1947.• $2.50'
Heroes and Heroin~s: Poems, by Reed Whittemore; drawings by Irwin Touster. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1946. $2.50'
Burr Oaks, by Richard Eberhart. New York: Oxford University Press, 1947.
$2·5°'
The Ego 'and the Centaur, by Jean Garrigue.,New York: New Directions,
1947· $2·50'
-,
The Selected Poems of Kenneth Patchen. New York: New Directions, 1946.
$1·5°'
A Map of Verona and Other Poems, by Henry Reed. New York: Reynal and
Hitchcock, 1947. $2·50'
The Dispossessed, by John Berryman. New York: William Sloane Associates,
/ Inc., 1948. $2.50'
.~,
TransfW-rt to Summer, by Wallace Stevens. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1947· $2·50'
The Odes of Pindar, translated by Richard Lattimore. Chicago: The University of Chi<;ago Press, 1947· $2.75.
Death in the Cathedral, by Fred Marnau; English translation by Ernst Sigler. London: The Grey Walls Press, 1946. 8s.6d.

"

The books listed above are being reviewed here approximately a year
after ,their publication. A number of factors have caused ,this delay;, and,
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although the delay has certain disadvantages, it also has many advantages.
Attempting to escape any topical interest"in the books, I have tried to examine them with an eye to a representative conclusion. The list by no means
includes all the books of poetry published in 1947; however, it includes a
selected list of the books of that. year, with a few from 1946 and one from
1948; in addition, it has the first collections of some poets who have gained
initial fanfare, collections in poets' mid-career, two selected volumes, and
the latest volume of one of our' finest poets.
Early in my reading of the books I began to wonder about the style of
the lines I was reading. Now - in the fifth decade of the twentieth century
and in the fourth decade of the highly-touted "poetic renaissance" - what
does modern American poetry off~r in the way of a style? What does it offer
< the new poet, what has the established poet gained? And style I would take
to be that result, that manner, when the sensibility of the poet apprehends
experience and attempts to bring the apprehension off into the. realms of
human knowledge, human judgment and assimilation, if you will. In what
way does the recent poet achieve style, assimilation, apprehension, judgment?
Obviously the answer is as various as the number of poets. But after
one has examined carefully such a list of books as the above, he will find
the books falling into groups. The divisions are arbitrary and inHuenced
by'the factors of personal taste, of course; but I have put first the five books
which seem to me not to achieve a style, or to achieve an avoidance of the
p~oblem; next six books which I believe achieve a style but a style very
mannered and dependent upon practices commonly available to many poets;
and finally six books in which the authors seem to be reaching for, in part
attaining, a style which is individual and suited to the individual sensibility.
. The two translations are considered apart from this grouping.
A period of poetry has certain surface manifestations of a common style
which are available to anyone. In the Renaissance we recognize common
Petrarehan imagery. which went into t4,ousands of stale sonnets; in the
eighteenth century we quickly grow tired of poetic circumlocutions in the
second and third rate poets; the apprehension of nature and an emotive
. response to nature in late romantic poetry frequently became thinned out
to innocuous words. Unless the manifestations of a style are used for their
. original purpose of leading to important insights into human experience,
one can sur.ely say that they add up to no style at all, or at least'to avoidance
.
of the problems involved in creating a style.
Such, I believe, is largely" true of the -first five books I have listed. The
surface qualities of a "modem" style which each appropriates will vary considerably. Mr. Creekmore appears emboldened by recent practice to launch
into his poems as if there were no.tradition behind him; he will invent ODe
as he goes. Unlike some of the other five, he does not borrow a violent, homeless language; instead !lis language is quite expansive, even diffuse at times,
and in some kind of comparative judgment I can feel that this is far superior
to a language which is typical, unindividualized. Indeed, Mr. Creekmore
makes a worthy effort to make his observations of a time and of a

•
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somewhat strange culture available to us. But much is lacking - management of rhythm, tensity in language equal to what ~e may presume ,Mr.
Creekmore, would communicat~ with., us. Techniques of fiction, to' which
Mr. Creekmore has turned for two novels, may provide him with a better
medium; the poetry, surely, needs abandonment of the role of inventor and
pioneer in what is, probably, a desert of possibilities. Very much the same
comment can be made of Dunstan Thompson's second'collection .of poems.
In addition, his work nudges' at us awareness of a facilitr in much modem
poetry, a quality we may caIl "wit." Many modem poets have taken up the
juxtaposition of language, wrenching' it out of ordinary usage, to force the
reader to ·new insightS, new awarenesses. In such a work as that of Thomp'
'son,. "wit" is likely to be the only quality worthy of notice; sometimes it does
achieve a very limited success in its intention; more frequently it is likely
to fall on its face in a boorish comedy, as in his "Love, I farewell you out of
sight." john Fre'deric;:k Nims and Oscar Williams, the fonner with his first
colIe~tion and the latter with his selected volume, are even more dependent
than 'Thompson upon the witty use of language. Not very often do these
practices lead'to any valuable insights. Mr. Nims' quality, both in the use
of language· and in the point toward which it seems he drives, can be summarizedsomewhat fairly by the last line of his poem "Letter": ~'Little glass
figure in a world of stone." Neither the language nor the observation appears
very significant. Similarly :Mr. Williams: in a thirty-six line poem "The New
,Sphinx" the' third line: aSks "What is reality?" and the last two lines seem
to provide the only answer:
And only when the drums stop to let the future pass
Does the man hear the small feet of the frightened ideal.

,The jacke~ of Mr. Williams' Selected Poems quotes a review by john Malcolm Brinriin of a former volume by Oscar .Williams: "This, in effect, is
his central preoccupation and theme - the problem of identity in the civilization represented by modem Urban life, particularly that of New York
City." One might· easily say that this is the problem of any modem poet in
the creation of a style, for style is assert~on of identity, or ,individual insight.
But Mr. Williams, in handling modem urban life; largely gives' us images
of it, not insight into it; rather than asserting his identity in this life, he
largely loses his identity in at "least his images of it. And, in many of his
poems, he largely gives up to the language ~e uses, to the surface violences
of a modem "~tyle," and the language attains little other interest. This is
not to say that his poems are al.ke; he has practiced with a good many styles;
an interesting example is "City Tree on a Windy Day" with echoes of the
langUage and the 'theme of Frost's "Tree at My Window"; another, the
handling of the presumably romantic attitude toward "Spring":
.0 truly' now, it is gayer and warmer,
Tomorrow's' the only dark bush on the land
And full of its doubts, but God the performer
Is walking about witll the bird in His hand.
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Mr. Williams has a particular liking for a long, loose line; I believe it has
much of the hackneyed rhythm of the poulter's measure of the early Elizabethan Period. His poems written on the occasion of a presented subject,
as it were, are often shrill and shouting, lacking management of appropriate
tone. What is left is a bundle of images of modern life, frequently interesting
by themselves, plus a, determined and even exciting effort to write and write
about something which he can't quite digest. Mr. Rodman has arranged
a large number of poems in a topical reference. The commentary on the
times is interesting and worthy, but the poems achieve some other dimension
- for which many of them presumably were written before Mr. Rodman
made his topical arrangement - only hesitantly and infrequently. His rhetoric is often exact in the short poem but more frequently thunders with
righteousness.
A poet may borrow, with little adaptation to b:is own individual insights, a style which is available to him. If the style is good enough and
borrowed with enough completeness, the poet is likely to turn up with
secop.dary poems which achieve significant insight, even if the poems be
slightly mannered. Such, I believe, to be descriptive of the next six books
of my list. Reed Whittemore, Howard MoSs, and Richard Wilbur have
borrowed their style from ~modem "metaphysical" poetry and the most distinguishing characteristic in their use of the style is "wit." In their hands,
0!le would think the style appropriate for setting down a momentary insight
but not for the composition of a full poem. Mr. Whittemore has one style,
not adapted to the separate speeches or poems of his many heroes and
heroines; the poems. are amusing, the vision offered is petite and clever. Mr.
Moss has difficulty combining his borrowed style with a real gift for lyrical
phrasing; his best poems are likely to be those in which he has adapted his
"metaphysical" style to such pedesn:ian subjects as a natural scene. Mr.
Wilbur, although he appears more youthful in manner than the other two,
is more arresting in his struggle to subdue his witty style when he needs
to get down his appropriate insight. His title poem, "The Beautiful
Changes," is excellent evidence: much the quality of a fine poem peculiarly
suited to his language, but still marred by some compulsion which he seemed
to feel that he make the surface witty, as in "a chameleon's tuning his skin
to it."
Laurie Lee, an English poet, attempts to give a modem appearance to
poems which, in the style communicated, are largely lite romantic. It is a
style which, happily, I think, we do not' often return to; yet Mr.' Lee's
handling is good and many of his poems worthy of real respect. W. H.
Auden has had fun in introducing John Betjeman's first collection of poems
in America, and we may appropriately accept them in the same spirit. The
central factor is a term, "topographical verse," poems of places and people.
Mr. Auden makes a good plea for the relatively small yet real values of such
verse, and Mr. Betjeman turns the trick pleasingly. Slick but not Streamlined is a volume like, a stranger among the others, but a worthy suggestion
of one other quality in poetry which we can find interesting. The new vol-
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ume by Rolfe Humphries, Forbid Thy Ravens~ is not, I believe, important
in Mr. Humphries' development as a poet; it has the air more of a throwoff, casual volume. Here, at least, he is content with an easy, casual rhetoric,
a longish poem of,quite a few stanzas, and a pertness ~f statement particularly
evident in the last lines of many poems. Mr. Humphries has done better
, than even the best poems in th~ volume and will undoubtedly do much
.
better in the future.
Developing a style individualized appropriately-to the particular talent
is rare and difficult. The attempt m,ay be studied in the next six books on
my list.. Richard Eberhart and Jean Garrigue have been working at it; it
may be said that neither is entirely successful but that the attempts have
been fruitful. Mr. Eberhart has been developing a style which gives surface
flatness, rather than wit, 'appropriate to ruminating poems upon broad
,themes about life, death, religions experience; occasionally, as in "Triptych/'
the style is adapted to "witty" dialogue and word-play. When he works carefully and does not lose control of the movement of his lines - his greatest
fault - he has a style of value:
For death has done this and he will
Do this to me, and blow his breath
To fire my clay, when I am still.

Without too much dependence upon such contemporary masters of the type
of poem as MarIanne :Moore and William Carlos Williams, Miss Ganigue
has done remarkab~e~ork at apprehending and communicating 'the details
of interesting experience. She, like so many poets here examined, has a fond. ness for a longish poem of thirty lines and more; in many of these poets, the
length seems lack of economy and management of language, and in Miss
Garrigue the length is not required by developing logic_ of the poem ~ it is
required, instead, by the density of detail worked into the poem. She· is
best at the poem which remains close to the minutiae of experience and only
tentatively probes for symbolic int~tion or meaning; when she loses, this
tentativeness and strikes out verbally for meanings for the experiences, a
development she apparently is trying now, she laQnches into a land which
is still strange and difficult for her.
Coming to Critical terms with the poetry of Kenneth Patchen is difficult
and, possibly, not very useful at this moment.. The fault is largely Patchen's:
as a writer, he seems to be less intereste~in the accomplishment in anyone ,
poem or even in anyone book than in appearing always on the move ~d
unsubstantial; his vision of the literary world seems to be that of a "fourhorseman" backfield, in which he is the shifty, triple-threat, scat halfback.
Selected Poems d~s do him some justice, I believe; whoever~de the selection kept representation of his work at its most accomplished level and ch~se
liberally from Patchen's second volume" where he was most congenial with
his reader. Through the volume a number of observations insert themselves
upon a careful reading: Patchen's progenitors are primarily Whitman and
transcendental Einerson; note the doctrine of "Who made the snow waits
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where love is" and '""Who made the sky knows of our love." Patchen's
pacifism is hardly based upon an urgent moral or intellectu~ basis - he
would have rather little to do with either aspect of experience - but more
upon his messianic pose, indicated in the title of one of the poems:
HE WAS ALoNE (AS IN RE.\unr) UPON HIs HUMBLE BED, when imagination brought to his ears the sound of many voices again singing the slow and monotonous psalm which was interrupted by the outcries of some unseen' things who
attempted to enter his chamber, and, amid yells of fear and execrations of anger,
bade him "Arise and come forth and aid"; then the coffined form, which slept so
quietly below, stood by his side and in beseeching accents bade him "Arise and save
what is beautiful."

Mr. Patchen's role is amus~g and sometimes fruitful.
*
John Berryman has written in great praise of Henry Reed's first volume
to appear in America. The reason; I believe, is that Berryman recognizes
in Reed a fellow toiler on the same· road. Reed, even more strongly than
Berryman, indicates a strong reaction to the witty, metaphysical style imitated by so many young poets; a reaction to Eliot, Yeats, and Auden as gods
of the young poet. Berryman has moved, less sharply, perhaps, in a similar
situation. By analogy they can be compared with R.obinson and Hardy, in
that they tum away from a popular style which had inserted itself everywhere and was leading mote and more to innocuous repetition and thirdrate writing; they strike out for a new style. And, like Robinson and Hardy,
the two young men have dabbled in a variety of efforts in their search; like
the two older poets, Reed and Berryman occasionally lapse into one aberration of style or another, losing the identity of apprehension. At that point,
- the analogy ~nds; Reed and Berryman have far to go to attain the achievement of the two older men,· and, fortunately, with goqd luck they will have
great chance to attempt that achievement. Reed is attracted to a long line
which, by its control of rhythm and other aspects of language, contrasts remarkably with the long line in the poems of Oscar Williams. Reed's language moves within the qualities of heightened, controlled speech; the style
is equally prepared for argument and logical development, for the economy
of a short lyric, and for irony. It is an important achievement for one at
the beginning of a career. Much the same can be said of Berryman'S style
and his ability to adapt it, but with somewhat more reservation than in the
case of Reed; Berryman has seemed a bit more confused, somewhat less willing to launch forth on his own, than has Reed. This may well be accounted
for by the poetic climate in England, which has already moved farther in
Reed's direction than has the poetic climate in this country. Berryman's
achievement is best in the few poems, such as "At Chinese Checkers" and
"farewell to Miles, in which he manages a ruminative rhetoric which has
the ability of carrying its thinking with it and come out at the end with
a fully developed poem. Those few poems are a considerable achievement
for a first book.
Wallace Stevens is, of course, a master at a style which is peculiarly his
It
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own development; indeed, he is now a "classic" and bequeathing his style on
to younger poets who probably do not have Stevens' own ,sensibility and
hedonistic attitude. Each new volume by Stevens proves the old points -again;
he extends his thinking and his feeling into slighdy n~w realms, and always
interestingly so, but Yvor Winters is surely correct in believing that Stevens
was at his best in earlier poems and that the sensibility seems thinner nowadays, in part by repetitiveness. In fact, Stevens has come to be somethingof the jester, the entertainer for those who care to be amused by his kind of
entertainment; in him there is a kind of terrible smugness and self-satisfaction. Probably now he writes too much. But these are small detractions.
Stevens has a great style, he writes with the qualities of language (particularly, for these days, the sound quality) under his fingertips. He is always
accomplished and witty, always has an answer for any occasion; and, at ~mes,
he can weld to this a strong, dramatic movement to his verse. In Transport
to Summer I have particularly noted certain statements of his attitude:
The obscure moon lighting an obscure world'
Of things that would never be quite expressed,
Where you yourself were never quite yourself
And did not want nor have to be,
Desiring the exhilarations of changes. • • •
To picnic in the ruins that we leave.•••
Secrete us in reality.•.•
And I taste at the root of the tongue the unreal of what is real. ...
The total,past felt nothing when destroyed.•.• .:;v
~

~

Spent in the false engagements of the mind. • . .
. . . . because everything we say
Of the past is description without place, a cast
Of the imagination, made in sound;
And because what we say of tlie future must portend,
Be alive with its own seemings, seeming to be
Like rubies reddened by rubies reddening. . . •

The two books of translations which end my list are both worthwhile
and interesting. Richmond Lattimore makes Pindar odes into accomplished
~nglish poems; I cannot judge the relationship wi~, the Greek originals,
but the translations are evidendy done with a reSPectful and ordered conception of Pindar's quality. Fred _Marnau is plagued by a usual difficulty
for a modern poet: nervousness and only the momentary insight of separate
lines or images. In their ~olation, they have considerable power. His point
of view is indicated by the closing lines of his third ode:
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over the old pathways of those gone, westwards, where once more
the setting sun fantastically illuminates our faces.

It is an attitude one would think appropriate to a young EurOPean poet.
ALAN SWALLOW

Paterson (Book Two):! by William Carlos \Villiams. Norfolk, Connecticut:
~
New Directions, 1948. $3.00.
The Pisan Cantos of Ezra Pound. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions,
1948. $2·75·
Poems I937-42:! by David Gascoyne. London: McCorquodale and Company,
1948 (Third Impression). 8s. 6d.
Selected Poems:! by Vernon Watkins. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1948. $3.00.
The Residual Years, by William Everson. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1948. $3.00.
Spontaneous Now, by Sophie Himmel. New York: The Fine Editions Press,
1948. $2.00.
Poems:! by David Ignatow. Prairie City, Illinois: The Decker Press, 1948.
$2.5 0 •

Readers familiar with William Carlos Williams' In the American Grain
will remember the inexorable precision with which Williams molds the prose
line. And those who have read his earlier poems including the first book of
his present work-in-progress, Paterson:! must be aware of this poet's uncompromising craftsmanship, that chiselled care for absolute integrity of language and experience which seems to strip poetry to the beauty of its bone
and to make of the most ordinary word a stubborn symbol of that somber
meaning in man's chaotic dust.
Paterson (Book Two) leaves no doubt, I.think, as to the magnitude of
Dr. Williams' undertaking. Particularized about a single locality, this long
poem seems to embrace the wholeness of man's life from the dark ramifications of his past, through. the troubled complications of his present and the
terrifying implications of his future. Nor by wholeness do I mean the lengthy
data of the statistician's record, but rather man whirled heedlessly in his
time-and-space, existing in fearful fusion of cosmos and trivia before the
. imperturbable eye of relativity. For in this public park where Williams
localizes his poem, everything - the dirty scrap of refuse, the shards of hi~
tory,- the guilty lovers, the stone, the tortured poet - moves in organic relationship of thing and being.
The stone lives, the flesh dies
- we know nothing of death.

And even
The dogs and trees
conspire to invent
a world - goneI
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A poem of such scope naturally involves commensurate technical difficulties. Williams, however, is' an expert technician whose final accomplishment can hardly be spoken of .in discrete terms. Yet there are certain characteristics of a Williams poem ,!hich should be .noted: spacing and the visual
pattern, for example, a device which Williams has probably used more successfully than any other modern poet; the effective v3Iiations in rhythm and
colloquial speech;.. that apparent surface candor' of word and line which
subsumes a taut density of thought and feeling; the fine prose passages
which give both contrast in tone and diversity to thematic treatment; and
that strategic .maneuvering of silence whereby even ellipses become significant.
Although one may regret in this long poem . the loss of that perfection
of patterIi which characterizes some of Williams' shorter and slighter poems,
the loss is largely compensated by the gain in depth and amplitude of meaning, by the· vigor of idlirmations which underlie this poet's sure grasp of
harsh reality. For Williams has grown, to use his own phrase "up flinty
pinnacles," has learned the poet's lesson that
The descent
made up of despair.,s
and without accomplishJ;:uent
realizes a new awakening
which is a reversal
of despair.
For what we cannot accomplish, what
is denied to love,
what we have lost in the antiGipationa descent follows,
endless and indestructible
J

Final appraisal of Ezra Pound'sPisan Cantos must depend, as that of
his earlier cantos, on the exegesis of scholars. Nevertheless, the reviewer
who has some acquaintance with Pound's earlier poetry need not feel entirely baHled by these latest cantos. The general pattern of previous cantos
is maintained. Mythology, history, literary allusion, journalistic tidbits,
biographical and autobiographical anecdotes jostle ea~other in a babellike confusion of language and sens.e with Pound's ancient antagonist Usury
serving as a kind of central theme or unifying factQr. But there is a difference. Written as they were during Pound's incarceration in a Pisan prison
camp, these new cantos are more intimately concerned with the tragedy of
Pound's own life. Now though this accounts in part for an unwonted aura
of seriousness in the Pisan poems, it ,also explains, 1 think, the noticeable
falling-off £ropt that suave and elegant irony which one has come to asso.
ciate with Pound's better work. Whatever the reason, there is a falling-off,
both of irony and of memorable lines - those great lines which, together
with Pound's vigorous leadership of the poetry r.evolt e,arlier in our century,
will surely sustain his fame. Yet all in all, The Pisan Cantos constitutes
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a nightmarish tour through the ruins of civilization, conducted by a guide
whose personal Wreckage still smoulders in the general debris. It is not a
pretty scene, but camera as well as poet testify to its reality. And more than
one of us might echo, I thmk, the concluding .lines of Canto LXXXIV,
If the hoar frost grip thy tent
....
Thou wilt give thanks when night is spent.

Vitally concerned with man's most baftling and persistent question~
why? and to what end? - the poems of David Gascoyne seem to me 'among
the most exciting now being written. Although he began his career as a
surrealist, Gascoyne has succeeded, I think, in translating that heritage into
the terms of powerful poetry. Larger than categorical isms~ he stands in the
lonely line of poets who have heard the hungry roar of time against man's
pitiful door, who have'seen the new-nourished fury of the beast-in-man rage
through their particular years. Even the arbitrary divisions - religious,
metaphysical, elegiac, personal, of time and place - under, which Gascoyne
has grouped his poems hardly seem applicable. For all of his poems, it seems
to me, are primarily religious. Not religious in the sense of exalting the
tenets of orthodoxy or glorifying approved attitudes of worship, but rather
in the sense of that radical religious concern which motivates even the most
secular poetry of Blake. What I mean is perhaps most explicitly stated in
the following lines from Gascoyne's "Ecce Homo,"
Not from a monstrance silver-wrought
But from the tree of human pain
Redeem our sterile misery,
Christ of Revolution and of Poetry,
That man's long journey through the night
May not have been in vain.

And more implicitly in "Arnor Fati,"
. . . Do not break.
The vacuum out of which our silence speaks
Of its sad speechless fury to the star
Whose glitter scars .
The heavy heaven under which we lie
And injure one another 0 incurably!

Remarkably versatile in his handling of rhythm, verse forms, imagery, and
the long, weighted line, Gascoyne possesses a technique, I think, correlative
to his vision which stares apocalyptically through chaos toward eternity.
Those on whom the cerebral, neo-classic mannerism 'of much contemporary verse has palled, will particularly enjoythe poems of Vernon Watkins.
Unafraid of the sensuous, singing lyric, Watkins is 'well-grounded in his native Welsh legendry and poetry and carries over into his own poetry something of the strength of that tradition. Although at times his work may seem
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diffuse and over-burdened with epithet, his better poems stem directly from
authentic emotional depths. Like the 'great romantics, Watkins looks out·
on a world dothed in translucent wonder, where: the sea is a riderless horse,
and leaves and trees and shells and ~e savor of changing seasons conspire
to prove that
Everything made must be
More exquisitely wrought
Than human eye can see

Yet Watkins' poetry is by no means a fragile late-blossom of romanticism;
rather it represents, I think, a thriving~pybrid of pa~t and present influences,
nourished richly by the poet's own highly original talent.
Perhaps because his personal life has been subjected to so much .-external
regimentation, William Everson has chosen to construct his own .discipline
·for poetry - a discipline rooted rather in feeling than in formal laws. According to his preface to The Residual Y~ars, Everson's earliest poems were
written in a labor camp for the unemployed and the latest in a labor camp
for conscientious objectors in 1946. One might expect; after such experiences,
verse self-consciously concerned with social problems and injustice. Everson,
however, gives us the sensitive record of individual experience, experience
from whkh ramify implications of grave social indictment. The first, longest, and most recently written poem in the book:""'- the five-part "Chronicle
of Division" - seems to me by far the best and a conclusive demonstration
. of Everson's capacity for poetic development. Molded in a kind of compulsive cadence, this poem moves 'through speech of unusual lucidity in which
imagery and rhythm channel toward some final, deSPerate meaning.

~
.'

In the necropolic heart,
Where crime and repentance
Merge in the attitudes of fear;
Where pity and hate
Grope together and are one;
Where- wisdom,
Sprawled like a bayoneted priest
Raises its face
To speak once more and once more be struck,
The great hide of the map
Oozes and drains,
:And all the forsaken immitigable dead
Groan in their fitful sleep.

.Well-done in·a tidy sort of way, the verses of Sophie Himmel's Spontaneous Now fall considerably below the level of serious poetry. The pat,
epigrammatic line, the easy lilt, the pret~y image, the sentimental twist of
thought may make for pleasant r~ading for that special audience which
presumably enjoys this kind of versifying but will hardly suffice for those
accustomed to more difficult am! meaningful poetry. Although neither tidy
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nor pleasant, the poems of David Ignatow succeed no better than those of
. Mrs. Himmel. Mr. Ignatow is obviously somewhat perturbed about the
state of man and his world. Unfortunately his perturbation does not get
beyond the surface anxiety of his Whitmanesque line and muddled statement.
DE A N E M 0 w~ E R

A Little Treasury of American Poetry~ edited by Oscar Williams. 'New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948. $3.75.
An anthology is a compromise between the anthologist's presumption
to suit as many tastes as possible and the capacity of miscellaneous readers
.to move out of inertia to be suited. An anthology is also an attempt to reproduce variety in the uniform of inclusiveness where variety can only be
partial selection and where inclusiveness does not exist. The anthologist
. himself must be a painfully optimistic man or a dogged classifier of perfumed
. reputations. Invariably his prejudices predominate over those of any single,
writer whom he chooses to represent. They may cripple generations of taste
by being too commodious, or they may injure the uninitiated by inducing
superficial satisfaction with modishly obscure performances. As a source of
information and potential enjoyment, the anthology, especially the literary
anthology, is a more lively threat to the innocent reader who swallows it
whole, and for whom it is so intended, than to the critical reader, who delicately picks it apart, and into whose hands it only falls accidentally.
Mr. Williams, whose collections of "best poems" and "little treasuries"
announce themselves brightly year after year, is an enthusiast of modern
poetry. But he is.an enthusiast advised by critical perception and by his own
competence as a practising poet. His principal bias, however, leads to an
unorthodox exclusion of the overhonored dead and a liberal inclusion of
underhonored contemporaries and near contemporaries. But in at least one
respect his liberalism and unorthodoxy have an unexpected ethical consequence. His conscience is pricked ~y the presence of a vast pre-Columbian
Indian lore which the conventional anthologist "arrogantly" disregards. And
so to atone for "white men's" previous negligence, he assembles in the first
section a literal translation, together with glyphs, of an early creation epic,
and some "re-expressions" by. Mary Austin and others of a few Amerindian
lyrics. Unfortunately the result is a botch of incoherence with some traces
of primitive but feminized imagery. One wonders whether the original was
worth re-expressing at all or whether its principal vitality has been abandoned by the translation.
This section is followed by a curt nod in the direction of two recently
discovered colonial poets and a wink at Philip Freneau, a grazing of the
surfaces of Bryant, Whittier, Longfellow, Holmes, Lowell, Melville, and
Lanier, and three long bows to Poe, Whitman, and Dickinson.
At this point - we are at the end of the 19th century - Mr. Williams is
free to exploit his (and our?) interest in modem poetry in the remaining
#
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three-quarters of the volume. One must be willing to share the editor's en-.
thusiasm for the works of a few dozen American poets of the past fifty years
(as I am willing to do), or go elsewhere to allay one's ignominiously slighted
idols choking behind a pall of rose dust. For the company now are brilliant,
young, mocking, formally-informal, daylight-crackling intellects. The wit
. is fast and sh~p, the imagery precise and gem-like, the sense of doom clairvoyant and illuminating as an atomic conflagration. But the rewards of· discovery and pleasure yielded through close line-by-line attention, thr-ough the
deciphering of an iinage, or through the capture of one's whole CQnsciousness by a rhythm, affirm the existence -of an art having a sense of perfection
and relevance rarely admitted in stockpiles of current novels and magazines.
Unhampered by~ editorial intrusions, the deadening hand of historiccU classification, or the irrelevant biographical tidbit, the poems are free to breathe
and captivate in their own right 'as created bodies. Also, one is glad to find
a few long poems of genuine importance like The Waste Land, Song of Myself, and The Bridge printed in their entirety. All these are unusual virtues in a poetic anthology.
If there is anything to question in the Introduction, it is the editor's
irresolute case for an emergent American literature, based on his own selections. One would like to ask what distinguishes three-fourths of this CQllection from any collection of modem British or French or even Spanish poetry.
Except for the accident of the poets' birthplace, A Little Treasury of American Poetry might easily p~ undisguised as another version of the poetry
of any surviving country in mod~m Europe. This is not to criticize Mr.
Williams' selection. One doesn't criticize a fact - one tries not to overlook
it. And the' fact is that despite the disclaimers of folklorists, sectionalists, literary Anglophobes and Francophobes, modem American, poetry is no more
.: distinguished by national accent or tradition than is the latest theory of
nuclear physics. In more than one sen,se, poetry resembles scientific research
and discovery, because like science, it is exclusive, and having lost its local
character, is mainly concerned with a universal, in the sense now of an international, impasse. -Mr. Williams' optimism which anticipates "our Shakespeare" among future Americans who can utilize their tradition (whatever
that is), seems to me unduly parochial. The great poets utilize all traditions,
and the greater they are the more easily do they infiltrate the culture of any
civilized country. Shakespeare'has been more celebrated and perhaps better
understood by Frenchmen, Germans, and Russians than by Englishmen or
Americans. With their. ,talent for imitation and their scrupulous distaste
for following any single~ tradition, American poets may conceivably be eligible to produce another Shakespeare.. But such a hope seems violently
irrelevant. For the universal poetic genius is just as likely to appear when
the hazy distinction between American and anyone else ceases to exist and
when our children are all busy domesticating sheep on the plains of ~ibet.
EDWIN HONIG
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